
2833 Louisville Rd. – Frequently Asked Questions 

 

Q. What was the upper level used for? 

A. The upper level was originally used for a stain glass studio (approx. 15 years) and was most 
 recently used as an out-patient veterinary clinic (last 10 years). It has plumbing to accommodate 
 4 separate bath/kitchen areas. 

 

Q. Why is the driveway/parking area gravel? 

A. Gravel driveways provide the best substrate (other than grass or wetlands) for optimal 
 environmental drainage/run-off prevention. In 2008, the upper yard was re-leveled to remove 
 water from foundation and protect the lake from run-off. 

 

Q. Is the stream just run-off? 

A. No, the stream is sourced from a natural spring that flows year round and was previously 
 dammed to form a pond. This provides a wildlife wetland providing nesting grounds for native 
 geese and Mallards. It also provides a reliable, steady source of water for the grape vines, fruit 
 trees and natural mint located throughout the property. The fruit trees were inspected/treated 
 in 2014. 

 

Q. What is the condition of the house/foundation? 

A. The home has a slab foundation with no cracks (inspected during 2010 remodel). Exterior walls 
 are cinderblock and stable with no settling or cracks (also inspected during 2010 remodel). 
 Septic system was inspected in 2007 and again in 2010 and is in good condition. Roof was 
 replaced in 2012 along with extra ventilation and additional insulation added. 

 

Q. What is lake is the home located on? 

A. The home is located on Lackey Creek, which is one of the largest calm water coves on Fort 
 Loudon Lake. The cove is large enough to easily ski or wakeboard. To access the main channel 
 you must cross under a bridge by Louisville Landing. This bridge is large enough to 
 accommodate all paddle sports crafts as well as most ski boats and pontoon style boats but 
 prevents larger boats from entering the cove, thereby maintaining the calm characteristics of 
 the cove. 



Q. Does the water behind the house go down during the winter months? 

A. Full pool for the cove runs from April – November and the water in the cove ranges between 3 – 
 12 feet deep with almost no underwater obstacles (there are two large rocks by the island). 
 December – March the lake is lowered and the cove contains minimal water except for a small 
 channel in the middle. This is an ideal time to perform dock maintenance, etc. 

 

Q. Does the home have a dock? 

A. Yes, the home features a large, permitted, covered dock with an electric lift and one jet-ski 
 ramp. 

 

Q. Are the upper level and lower level separately metered? 

A. The home has 3 electric meters, one for the upper level and two for the lower level. There is 
 only one water meter serving the entire property. 

 

Q. What is the property zoned? 

A. Currently, the property has two zonings. The upper level is zoned commercial as it was most 
 recently utilized as a veterinary clinic. The lower level is zoned Residential as it is utilized as 
 living quarters with 4 bedrooms and two full baths. 

 

Q. Is the home connected to sewer? 

A. No, the home is on a septic system. The system is in good condition and was last inspected in 
 2010. 

 

Q. What size is the lot? 

A. The home is situated on a large, level, waterfront 1.8 acre lot. 

 


